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Fingest Farm, Fingest, Buckinghamshire

Summary

Fingest  Farm in Buckinghamshire is  a  good example of  a  relatively  small,  largely

later 18th-century farmstead with various surviving buildings including a main barn,

stables, milking parlour and shelter shed. The buildings, particularly the main barn,

retain various examples of vernacular construction including weatherboarded timber

framing set on low flint and brick plinths, queen strut trusses to stables and the use of

curved inner principals to the main barn. 

The buildings are relatively crudely constructed and this adds to the character of the

structures and provides one of the interests of the site. The roof of the main barn has a

pronounced sag between bays to the ridge and eaves and this gives something of an

organic  character  to  the  farmstead  which  is  echoed  in  the  surrounding  rolling

Chiltern hills.  The number of  waney members,  many of  which retain bark to their

edges adds to this organic character. 

The current work has enhanced our understanding of the farmstead and shown that

the milking parlour retains the oldest surviving fabric at the site, namely the north

wall and fragments in the south and west walls. These fragments are probably of 17th-

century date but they were then incorporated into the main north range, together with

the stables,  in the 18th century.  The milking parlour is  also of  interest  because it

retains  evidence  to  suggest  that  it  formerly  had  a  hayloft,  and  therefore  that  the

stables probably continued throughout this range. 

The stables retain some historic features such as feeding stalls and partitions which

have a  cobbled-together  character  with  numerous  patched  alterations  and  Finial

Associates' report on the building describes it as 'rustic vernacular at its best'. 

The barn is the largest and most significant building at the site but this range was

previously almost twice the length of the current building, extending to the south with

a further three bays as well as a small shelter at the south end. It appears that this

former range, which collapsed in 1977 but from which the plinth and some timber

fragments survive, would have been a continuation of the existing barn, rather than a

separate adjoining building. It was presumably originally a much longer barn with

two threshing floors. 

A common feature of the building is the extent to which it has required various phases

of propping, strengthening and elements of rebuilding to prevent it  from collapsing

like the southern portion. The largest and clearest phase of works appears to be of

later 20th-century date (possibly 1977 when the southern part collapsed) but there are

also earlier phases of work including props added towards the northern end. 

A date of 1784 is carved into one of the posts and although this does not necessarily

relate to the construction of the barn the rest of the structure does suggest that a date

from the second half of the 18th century is likely. The most significant surviving feature

in the barn is the well-preserved threshing floor. 

The west range of the yard is a small shelter shed and although this retains parts of a

potentially 18th-century building the roof  has been entirely  rebuilt  in the later 20th

century. 
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1  INTRODUCTION

1.1   Background

1.1.1 In  January  2012  Oxford  Archaeology  (OA)  was  commissioned  by  National  Trust  to

undertake a programme of historic building investigation and recording on a number of

agricultural structures at Fingest Farm, Fingest, Buckinghamshire. 

1.1.2 Although they are not currently used the buildings are part of National Trust's estate and

the recording was undertaken in advance of remedial conservation works.  The main barn

is a Grade II listed building (see Appendix B) and it is interesting to note that it was listed

in 1977 which is understood to have been the year that  the southern half  of the barn

collapsed. It  may be that  the remaining half  was listed to prevent the entire structure

being pulled down. 

1.1.3 In  2004 OA undertook an archaeological  evaluation in the Chequers  Public  House at

Fingest, immediately to the west of Fingest Farm. 

1.2   Aims and objectives

1.2.1 The principal aims of the current work have been:

To provide an accurate metric survey of  the buildings showing the footprint of the

buildings in the farmstead and rafter plans;

to enhance understanding of the nature of the structures; 

to record for posterity the buildings prior to their conservation, in terms of its

construction, history, development, alteration and use; 

to make the record publicly accessible through a report (a public document) and a

project archive deposited with a public institution. 

1.3   Methodology

1.3.1 The recording covered  four  buildings at  Fingest  Farm:  the main barn,  the stable,  the

milking parlour and the shelter shed. 

1.3.2 The initial stage of the project comprised undertaking a laser scan of the buildings and

producing  digital  line  drawings  in  CAD  from  the  laser  point  cloud.  The  drawings

included a footprint plan of each building and roof plans showing individual rafters and

other  timber  members.  These  drawings  were  produced  in  order  to  form  part  of  the

archaeological recording and also to be used by the project architects in the specification

of the repair works.

1.3.3 Annotation was added to the line drawings as part of the main archaeological recording

to explain the nature of the roofs and to show the phasing or evolution of the structures.

The work also included photographic and descriptive recording of each of the buildings

to  explain  or  interpret  them  in  terms  of  their  construction,  history,  structural  form,

development and use. 

1.3.4 Following the laser scanning and production of CAD drawings the main archaeological

building recording divided into three phases:

1) prior to the start of any works on site (January 2012)

2) following a limited phase of vegetation and debris clearance but before the start of any

construction works (March 2012)
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3) in the form of a watching brief undertaken from external scaffolding during the roof

repairs to the main barn, following the removal of roof tiles. (March 2013) 

1.3.5 Although it was initially intended to undertake conservation works to all four structures

the repairs were ultimately restricted to just the main barn.  

1.3.6 The  work  has  not  included  any  detailed  archival  research  but  it  has  considered

cartographic evidence and two previous studies of the buildings: one from 2003 by Finial

Associates and one from 1984 by the Henley Archaeological and Historical Group. 

2  HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

2.1   Fingest

2.1.1 Fingest  is  a  small  village  in  Hambledon  Parish,  Buckinghamshire,  close  to  the

Oxfordshire border, between High Wycombe and Marlow. It is located in a valley within

the Chiltern Hills. Fingest Farm lies in the historic core of the village, a short distance to

the south-east of the 12th-century church which has possible manorial boundary banks

visible and immediately to the east of the Chequers Inn which is a grade II listed early

18th-century  building.   The  name  of  the  settlement  may  be  Scandinavian  in  origin.

Fingest is not mentioned in the Domesday book but the manor is thought to have been

granted to St Albans Abbey c.1067 - 1119 AD.

2.2   Fingest Farm

2.2.1 The Henley-on-Thames Archaeological  and Historical  Group undertook a  very useful

short report on the farmstead in 1984 which included studying various family papers and

this showed that in 1845 the farm was owned and farmed by Thomas Hussey who lived at

Stud Farm in Skirmett which he also farmed.  The report also suggests that David Hussey

probably moved to Fingest Farm in 1850 and that the Hussey family sold Fingest Farm in

1862. David Hussey may have lived in a cottage which is shown on the 1845 Tithe Map

on the site later occupied by Ivy House. 

2.2.2 The 1876 25 inch map (Oxfordshire) shows a long building covering the footprint of the

current barn and also continuing for a similar distance towards the south (Fig 2). There

are no divisions shown on the footprint of this building, suggesting that it was a single

long  structure,  and  beyond  it  to  the  south  the  map  shows  a  further  small  adjoining

structure. The fragmentary remains of both the long range and this small separate animal

shelter survive today. 

2.2.3 The 1876 map does not show the house or granary on the site but it does show a structure

on the east side of the main barn towards the south end adjoining the area where today

only the low plinth survives.  The map seems to show the stable/milking parlour range as

now and it shows a building on the footprint of the west range (extending further to south

over other building outside current study). 

2.2.4 The 1898 25 inch map (Buckinghamshire) shows a similar arrangement to the 1876 map

but the house and granary have been constructed by this date and the west range to the

yard appears to be narrower than on the previous map.  The report from 1984 records that

the house, which is now called Ivy Cottage, was built in 1894 and that the new yard was

used as a rick yard. The new house was presumably built by CA Cripps who purchased

the farm in 1894 as well as the farmyard, stack yard and one field (Henley on Thames

Archaeological and Historical Group).  At some point the farm is known to have been
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aquired by the Parmoor Estate because in 1946 it  was sold by the Parmoor  Estate to

Albert  Prince whose family (Messrs T Prince & Son) were already tenants of Fingest

Farm. It is interesting to note that Albert Prince's great grandfather was married to David

Hussey's  daughter  so  the  1946 sale  can  be  seen  as  the  family re-acquiring  the  farm.

Albert Prince and his sisters were born at Ivy Cottage and some members of the family

lived there until 1951 the house did not form part of the 1946 purchase. 1

2.2.5 The 1921 and 1974-9 maps again shows similar arrangements as before with the long

barn still intact and a small cluster of buildings on the east side of the barn, close to the

granary. 

3  GENERAL DESCRIPTION

3.1   Fingest Farm Yard

3.1.1 Fingest Farm is located to the south-east of the centre of the village, on the south side of

the main east-to-west route (Fingest Lane) and overlooking fields to the south and east.

The main buildings covered by the current study are grouped around a small yard to the

west while to the east there is what appears to be a later yard with the late 19th-century

house and other relatively non-historic ranges. The current entrance to the farm is into

this eastern yard.   

4  MAIN BARN

4.1   Main barn external description

4.1.1 The principal building at Fingest Farm is the barn, orientated north-to-south and dividing

the east and west yards from each other. As outlined above the current barn is only the

northern half  of the much longer original  barn;  the southern half  of  the building was

pulled down, in 1977, although fragments remain (detailed further below).  The barn has

a gabled, clay tile covered roof with a very obvious sag between bays to the roof ridge

and eaves.  

4.1.2 The  east  elevation has  double  doors  to  the  south  of  centre  and  it  is  clad  in  tarred

weatherboarding of various dates (Pl.1). The weatherboarding to the southernmost c.2.1

m is modern, straight and regular, presumably dating from the collapse of the southern

half of the building and the remodelling of the southern end (Pl.2). To the main part of

the elevation either side of the barn doors the weatherboarding is older although it  is

something of a patchwork of different phases with generally wide (c.30 cm wide), waney

boards to the south and upper part of the north and various patches of later boards lower

down to the north. Some of the wide waney boards are likely to be primary (Pl.3). They

are nailed but the nails could be of 18th-century date.  The northernmost bay  (3.5m) is

clad in regular secondary boards which date from a reconstruction of this end of the barn

in 1977. 

4.1.3 The barn is set on a plinth (c.70 cm tall) formed from rubble flint, with occasional bricks

mixed in, and two courses of brick immediately beneath the timber framing. There is also

brickwork for the full height of the plinth to the north of the doorway but to the south of

the door the historic plinth has been removed and replaced by a concrete base.   

1 The 1984 report includes much other information about the Hussey Family and the changes in

ownership of the farm not included here. 
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4.1.4 The eaves of the east elevation have a particularly clear sag and this, combined with the

irregular weatherboarding to the elevation, adds to the character of the building. The feet

of  the  rafters  at  the eaves  are  exposed  and  visible  from beneath  from where  Roman

numeral carpenters marks are also apparent from the ground. There are such marks to the

outer face of the wall plate (for studs) in the northern part of the elevation.  It is apparent

that various repairs have been undertaken to the eaves and rafters including new timber

spurs added at the lowest point of the rafters. 

4.1.5 The door opening is original but the doors themselves have been replaced. The doors are

constructed from vertical boards braced on the inner side by five horizontal planks. The

lintel  over the doorway has numerous empty mortices in its  underside but  we can be

confident that this is just indicative of the lintel having been reused from elsewhere rather

than the wall ever having continued here. 

4.1.6 The south elevation is entirely clad in regular, straight, modern weatherboarding dating

from the  reconstruction  of  this  end  of  the  building  in  1977  when  the  adjacent  barn

collapsed (Pl.4). However the modern weatherboarding is set on an historic plinth formed

from flint beneath two courses of brick and it is clear that there was a wall at this location

even before  the  collapse  of  the southern  structure.   At  the  west  end there  is  a  clear

straight joint between the main barn and the lean-to on the west side of the barn although

the  nature  of  the  brickwork  would  suggest  that  the  two  phases  were  from the  same

general period (Pl.5, 6). 

4.1.7 The west elevation faces the main yard and comprises a porch in the second bay from the

south, together with catslide roofed extensions to each side (Pl.7, 8, 9). The porch has

weatherboarding  to  the  gable  and  large  double  doors  beneath  formed  from  vertical

boarding braced internally by diagonal and horizontal planks and three long iron hinges

to each side. The doors are set on a threshold and the porch is set on a brick plinth that is

abutted by the separate plinths of the loose-box extensions to each side. The plinths of the

extensions are relatively historic (potentially 18th century) with flint and brick capping.

The face of the southern extension is clad in historic, irregular weatherboarding but the

northern extension has later more regular boarding. The peg-tile roofing is continuous

from the main barn down over the catslide roofs.   

4.1.8 The north elevation facing Fingest Lane is weatherboarded (Pl.14) and although the area

below eaves level is relatively old (albeit patched and with various sections replaced) the

whole of the gable above the eaves is secondary and dates from the later 20th century

(probably 1977). 

4.1.9 Remains of collapsed barn

4.1.10 To the south of the barn there survive the remains of a collapsed structure which was was

the same width as the existing barn (with catslide roof extensions) and which the historic

maps suggest was essentially a continuation of the existing building (Fig 2). These maps

show a single roof covering the entire c.30 m long building rather than being delineated

as a separate building in the way that the Stable range to the north is shown. 

4.1.11 The Henley-on-Thames Archaeological  and Historical  Group's  report  on the site  from

1984 confirms that  this  range collapsed in 1977 but various elements  of  the building

survived  then  which  no  longer  remain.  The report  describes  the  structure  as  being  a

separate barn adjoining the main barn, rather than forming one half  of a single much
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longer barn. It was a three-bay barn with doors to either wall in the bay adjacent to the

surviving building and none of the structure indicated a date earlier than 1700. 

4.1.12 It may be that when the barn was originally constructed it did comprise a single very long

structure with two threshing floors in the third and fifth bays but that in its later phase the

southernmost threshing floor became a vehicular access route between the two yards and

the southern structure was seen as a separate barn.  

4.1.13 The surviving footings and other collapsed remains comprise three bays from the former

barn  (Pl.15),  the  northern  of  which  would  probably  originally  have  been  a  threshing

floor, and a further small timber framed structure beyond this to the south (Pl.16, 17). In

addition at the southern end of this range there is  also now a series of small  modern

roofless pig styes or enclosures constructed from concrete block.

4.1.14 When  the  initial  recording  was  undertaken  these  remains  were  largely  obscured  by

vegetation but a phase of vegetation removal was undertaken and further recording was

then undertaken. The removal of the vegetation was somewhat limited by the extent to

which the growth had integrated into the structure, particularly the southern flint wall,

and the need to avoid dislodging the flintwork.  

4.1.15 The east and west walls of the main structure comprise a plinth, (c.80 cm tall to east side,

c.50 cm tall to west side) and formed from flint rubble topped by brickwork but the plinth

does not continue north in the bay adjacent to the main barn where there is known to

have formerly been a through route and/or threshing floor.  This plinth is similar to the

plinth of the surviving barn to the north and the fragmentary remains of a sill beam (20

cm x 10 cm) survive to the western wall. In the east wall this sill has been replaced by

secondary brick cap.   The west wall also retains the heavily rotted remains of a timber

post  which would have been between the two main bays of  this  structure.  The rotten

nature of this post makes interpretation difficult and it is hard to know which holes are rot

and which are mortices but it appears to have a jowled head and a peg hole to the sides

immediately  beneath  this.  The  post  is  the  same  height  as  the  surviving  posts  in  the

catslide roof extension to the north and it is relatively substantial (20 cm x 15 cm x 150

cm above plinth and 2 m above the ground.  The only reason this post survives is because

it rests against a metal post (I-section) which was presumably added to help support the

front of the roof. There is also a further similar metal post a short distance to the north,

adjacent to the through bay (former threshing floor).    

4.1.16 The southern end wall of the collapsed range is c.1.5 m tall and is constructed from flint

with brick corners.  

4.1.17 The small timber framed structure at the southern end survives slightly better than the

adjacent barn, in particular the southern framed wall which survives presumably because

it forms the north wall of the adjacent modern concrete-block pens. This wall, which is

c.2.1 m tall, has a sill set on a low brick plinth, a wall plate, 15 studs and two raking

braces within the frame. There also survives a central north-to-south timber brace which

may previously have formed the tie-beam of a shallow-pitch lean-to roof.   The room

appears to have been a single open space and hinges on the post at the west end show that

the room was formerly entered through doors at this end. The doors are no longer in-situ

and similarly the wall at the east end has also been lost although the remains of a sill

survives here set on two courses of brickwork. The studs are pegged, they are of elm and

there is much evidence of reuse in the form of empty mortices.  The south face of this
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wall is clad in wide planks of weatherboarding with the lower part covered in a modern

sheeting  to  protect  the  wall  from the  animals  in  the  shelters.   This  wall  would  be

consistent with an 18th-century date. 

4.2   Main barn internal description

4.2.1 General description: The surviving part of the barn is four bays long, divided by five

trusses (numbered here from the north end) and there is a large threshing floor in the 3rd

bay from the north,  extending into the 2nd bay.   The framing is of elm and the main

trusses (other than those at  the ends) have curved inner principals,  a collar,  tie beam,

principal rafters, jowled posts and braces between post and tie. There is a single purlin to

each  slope,  clasped between a  long collar  and  principal,  and the  rafters  run over  the

purlin (without notches).  There is a square section ridge piece over which the heads of

the rafters meet and there is a spreader beam (apparently primary) at the centre of each

bay with birds-mouth ends between purlins.  The main joints are generally tenoned with

pairs of pegs. 

4.2.2 The is variation in the size of the members but the tie-beams are generally c.22 x 15, the

collars are c.15 x 11, the principal rafters are c.15 x 10 cm and the wall plates are c.18 x

12  cm.   The  dimensions  of  the  common  rafters  varied  considerably  but  they  were

generally c.10 cm wide x 8 cm tall.  The main posts are 12 x 15 cm and the wall framing

studs are c.8 x 8 cm.

4.2.3 There are chiselled Roman numeral carpenters marks in the outer face of the wall plates

which  were  particularly  clear  during  the  watching  brief  phase  undertaken  from

scaffolding above the roof. These principally relate to the wall studs beneath although the

rafters also correspond and relate to the studs.  

4.2.4 The building is also braced by two tie-rods in each bay which extend across the building

securing the wall plates to each other with a separate iron fixing that wraps around the

outer face of each wall plate and partially returns on the underside. These tie-rods are

relatively old and were probably a 19th-century addition to reduce the outwards sag of

the structure.  

4.2.5 The building has undergone a substantial phase of strengthening in the later 20th century

(possibly  in  1977  when  the  structure  to  the  south  collapsed)  but  fortunately  this

secondary work is easily identifiable by the nature  of the black-stained softwood and

much of the primary fabric does survive. Among the secondary members is a longitudinal

brace along the spine of the building and this supports several  raking props up to the

apexes of trusses. Numerous long straight wind braces were also added in this phase to

each slope below the purlins. 

4.2.6 Truss 1 at the northern end of the building has been much altered and above tie-beam

level  the  historic  members  have  been  replaced  by  modern  dark-stained  softwood

presumably contemporary with the many other later 20th-century works to the building

(Pl.38).  The  elm tie-beam survives  and below this  the historic  framing survives  with

jowled posts, arched braces, a central post, and two raking braces meeting at the central

post  within stud framing.  The studs are  set  on a  sill  beam and flint  and brick plinth

although the top brick course appears re-constructed.  The members are pegged and as

elsewhere in the building they have a rough quality, relatively crudely constructed with

bark surviving to the tie and various waney elements. 
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4.2.7 Bay 1 at the northern end includes 11 pairs of rafters, most of which appear primary but

some of which have been replaced, supported by a  single  purlin  to each slope and a

spreader beam between the purlins with birds-mouth ends. This spreader has been reused

with circular stave holes to its underside but it is historic and appears to be primary.  The

northern  half  of  the  east  slope  has  had  a  felt  lining  added  above  the  rafters  and

presumably this area was repaired and recovered when the north gable was rebuilt.  

4.2.8 The west slope of the bay is abutted by the roof of the adjacent slightly later stable range

and  a  series  of  irregular  boards  have  been  somewhat  crudely  fixed  across  this  area

(Pl.41). The purlin on the west slope appears to be primary but it has been turned on its

side so that it is set vertically rather than horizontally. This could relate to the greater

weight in this area due to the adjoining roof of the adjacent stable range and the fact that

re-setting the purlin vertically should give greater depth and strength to the member.   

4.2.9 There is a scarf joint in the wall plate on the east side c.2.2 m to the south of the main

post at the north-east corner of the building (Pl.46). This joint is immediately to the south

of the central wall-frame post and it has been strengthened with a metal strap. 

4.2.10 The wall framing in bay 1 appears to be entirely primary to both east and west with two

raking braces meeting at a central post and 8 other smaller studs between a sill beam and

wall plate. It is interesting to note that the plinths in the east and west walls are slightly

different to the plinth in the end wall and appear to be slightly later in date. The side

plinths include more regular flint with two courses of brick on top while the north end

wall has slightly less regular flint and some random bricks are mixed in. It also appears

that  the mortar used to the brickwork at  the top of the side plinths is  different to the

mortar used in the flint beneath. 

4.2.11 Truss 2 has been heavily propped from beneath at the west end but at tie-beam level and

above it  is  relatively well  preserved with curved inner principals,  clasped purlins  and

collar. Both principal rafters have mortices in their sides as if there were wind braces but

none of the other trusses have wind braces or these types of mortices so this must indicate

that these principals were reused. 

4.2.12 The  west  end  of  Truss  2  has  failed  with  the  post  effectively  snapping  and  a  new

'telegraph'  pole  inserted  to  support  the  end  of  the  tie-beam.  This  work was  probably

undertaken in the mid 20th century and it necessitated the removal of the primary brace

between the post and tie-beam. A further horizontal telegraph-style pole (but with bark)

was also added, probably at the same time as the post, alongside the tie-beam and this is

fixed to the wall  plates at  each end with metal straps. Further strengthening was also

undertaken in the later 20th century in dark-stained softwood with two coupled posts at

the west end of the truss as well as a new tie-beam alongside the original and two raking

props from the tie and sloping down towards the north (Pl.42). 

4.2.13 Bay 2 again largely retains its primary rafters to each slope and its primary wall framing

to east and west. There is a spreader beam between the purlins with birds-mouth ends,

similar to that in Bay 1 and a transverse pole has been added across the building. The

scarf joint which connects the purlins on the west side has failed and a metal tie added to

secure the joint.  Two softwood diagonal braces have also been added beneath the purlins

and  these  were  probably  contemporary  with  the  later  20th-century  dark-wood

strengthening.  The watching brief phase confirmed that the eastern slope of this bay has
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seen recent repairs and the battens are relatively modern. The threshing floor continues

into the north half of Bay 2 but this is described below. 

4.2.14 Truss 3 again survives relatively intact with joggled posts, tie-beam, braces beneath tie,

curved  inner  principals,  collar  and  principal  rafters.  The  truss  has  several  chiselled

carpenters marks to the west side and large mortices to both principal rafters. There are

large matching slots  through both principal  rafters and similar  features  are  visible  on

Trusses 4 and 5. These are suggestive of a collar and an upper level of purlins but the

slots are too close to the apex and too close to the existing purlins so they are presumably

evidence of reuse from another building. There are also several other empty mortices to

various members and the watching brief recording showed that the tie-beam retained a

particularly large quantity of bark to its upper face.     

4.2.15 Truss 3 is also of interest as the date 1784 is carved into one of the faces of the the

western post and this could indicate when the building was constructed (Pl.43). 

4.2.16 Bay 3 contains the main threshing floor, a porch to the west and corresponding double

doors to the east.  

4.2.17 The threshing floor is unusually well preserved and is the most interesting feature of the

building. It fills the bay with north-to-south orientated floor boards and it appears to have

been extended into the southern  half  of  Bay 2 with  east-to-west  boards.  The floor  is

raised  c.0.5  m  above  the  main  barn  floor  and  is  set  on  bearers  on  brick  piers.  The

mowsteads  (side  walls)  to  north  and  south  are  both  intact,  constructed  from  long

horizontal planking nailed to simple studs behind and there is an opening at the western

end of the north mowstead allowing access down to the lower barn floor. The southern

mowstead is formed from older boarding than the northern one and at each end it is has

slightly curved studs nailed to the main barn posts (Pl.29). 

4.2.18 The  thresholds  in  the  porch  and  east  doorway also  survive  constructed  from crudely

constructed boarding. And in the northern part of the threshing floor (ie Bay 2) there is

boarding to the east and west walls

4.2.19 On the east side there are large door posts immediately inside from the trusses and the

wall plate scarfs are outside of this bay.  There are various mortices in the underside of

the lintel over the door (and that in the porch) but this is evidence of reused timbers from

other buildings rather than the wall once continuing. 

4.2.20 Evidence strongly suggests that the porch on the west side is an early addition to the

primary building. This is partly suggested by the fact that to both sides the porch abuts

weatherboarding of the primary barn but also by the fact that the wall plate of the porch

appears inserted and that the all brick plinth of the porch is different to the plinth of the

main barn. In addition the sill of the main barn extends slightly to each side beyond the

adjoining porch as if they formerly abutted slightly inset door posts.

4.2.21 A vice and various ephemera from the former use of the building survive, particularly to

the south side of the porch. 

4.2.22 Truss 4 on the south side of the threshing floor has a curved inner principal to each side

but that the west side is much straighter than the others and that to the west has a cranked

shape. They are still primary. The truss again has a collar, jowled posts, braces between
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tie and post and as mentioned previously there are slots to the inner faces of the principal

rafters just a short distance above the collar. This is believed to be evidence of the reuse

of these timbers rather than an indication of a former member in this building. There a

metal strap (probably 19th century) added to the purlins on the north side of the truss. 

4.2.23 The  wall  framing  in  Bay  4 at  the  southern  end  comprises  a  main  central  post  with

diagonal  braces  to  each  side  and  irregular  studs  with  varying  dimensions  and  some

retaining bark.  The watching brief recording undertaken from scaffolding above the roof

while the structure was uncovered revealed several empty mortices in the upper face of

the eastern wall plate. This may have been a reused tie-beam or possibly a wall plate

turned  upside  down.   A transverse  pole  which  retains  much  bark  has  been  added,

probably in the mid 20th century, at the centre of the bay with props up to the historic

spreader beam.  

4.2.24 The framing all appears to be of primary elm and is set on a tall plinth. It is interesting to

note that bay 4 is wider than the others with 14 pairs of rafters. 

4.2.25 Truss 5 at  the southern end has  been partially reconstructed in the later  20th-century

works following the 1977 collapse and it includes two vertical queen struts rather than

curved inner principals, and posts beneath with joggled heads. There is no convincing

evidence of former inner principals to the truss and this queen post form appears to be

primary. Below the tie-beam there are very long and straight braces between the posts

and tie-beam but these are secondary additions and there is evidence of the earlier shorter

braces. On the east side there is a halving to the tie and an empty mortice to the post and

on the west side there is also a mortice to the post.  On this side the the straight secondary

brace has reused to original mortice in the tie. 

4.2.26 The modern wall  at  the south end follows the historic form of  the wall  framing with

studs, a main central post and raking braces to each side.  

4.2.27 On the west side of the barn there are two catslide roof extensions to either side of the

porch and these appear to be old structures which have been re-roofed probably in the

earlier 20th century. The southern lean-to has been used to house chickens while that to

the north retains the remains of a manger. 

4.2.28 The roof of the southern lean-to is constructed from plain, regular softwood rafters (5 x 8

cm) sugestive of a later 19th or 20th-century date but the wall plate that they sit on is

older and with numerous empty notches from where the previous rafters formerly sat.

The junction where this wall plate adjoins the porch is very rotten but it appears to be

tenoned into the post. There are several iron straps fixed to the wall plate of the main

barn  where  the  secondary rafters  of  the  lean-to  abut  and  there  is  a  chiselled  Roman

numeral carpenters mark (IIIX) on the outer face of the main barn post where the porch

adjoins.

4.2.29 The northern lean-to generally has slightly older rafters and far more mixed in size and

date than the southern lean-to. In addition there are no empty mortices in the top of the

wall plate from a previous set of rafters.   
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5  STABLES

5.1   External description

5.1.1 The stables is within the eastern half of the north range and now forms a single structure

with the milking parlour to the west. The stables appears to have been constructed in the

18th century and it incorporates the partial remains of a lower older building at the west

end (detailed further in description below on the milking parlour). 

5.1.2 Its roof is covered in red peg tiles and similarly to the main barn it shows considerable

sag between bays. At the east end where the roof adjoins the main barn the roof tiles have

been replaced while to the west the roof continues over the milking parlour.   

5.1.3 The south elevation facing the yard is clad in relatively thin weatherboarding, set on a

low brick plinth (lower than in the barn) and there are small window openings to either

side of the central split stable door (Pl.10). 

5.1.4 The  main  part  of  the  north  wall  facing  Fingest  Lane  is  constructed  from relatively

featureless  Flemish bond brick (Pl.14).  The upper  part  of  this  brickwork is  generally

constructed from blue headers and red stretchers while the lower nine courses is more

consistently just red.  The easternmost bay of the stables is faced in a distinct brickwork

and it  appears that this bay was formerly open. Both sections of brick are of broadly

similar date (probably 19th century) and may have replaced an originally timber framed

wall. 

5.2   Internal description

5.2.1 The interior of the stables is two and a half bays wide and is largely a single open space

with a separate room (loose box) at the east end, related to the distinct brickwork in the

north wall.

5.2.2 The main section of the interior includes three stable bays against the north wall with

timber lined troughs set on brick bases and higher hay stalls (Pl.53-59). The bays are

divided by boarded partitions formed from irregular boards nailed together and with very

little concern for aesthetics. Similarly the gates to each bay are crudely constructed and

only partially survive in-situ. 

5.2.3 The roof comprises three typical elm queen strut trusses, including that at the west end

adjoining the milking parlour. The trusses incorporate tie-beams, queen struts, collar and

principal  rafters  which  are  secured  at  their  heads  with  a  yoke.  The  tie  beams  are

supported to their undersides by a relatively straight brace on their south sides and it is

interesting to note that there is evidence for similar braces on the north side (with the two

of the braces still in-situ). This confirms that the north wall must originally have been

timber framed.  

5.2.4 There are 12 pairs of rafters to each bay notched over a single purlin to each slope, and

similarly to the main barn there are spreader beams within each bay between purlins. The

roof also incorporates a roughly square section ridge piece set diagonally to allow the

heads of the rafters to sit on top.  The purlins are clasped between collar and principal

rafter. 

5.2.5 The west wall is clad in weatherboarding and the west half of the lower part of the south

wall is clad in a protective, 20th-century metal sheeting. 
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5.2.6 The loose box at the east end has a crude timber-framed wall to the west side, exposed

very heavily pointed brick to the north and the weatherboarded wall of the main barn to

the east set on a low brick plinth. The straight joint is visible between the brickwork to

the north wall of this bay and the adjacent area to the west and presumably historically

there was a doorway to allow access directly from the road.   

6  MILKING PARLOUR

6.1   North range external description

6.1.1 The milking parlour is within the western third of the north range and is accessed through

a single, central stable-type door in the south wall. 

6.1.2 The building has a clay peg-tile covered roof, half hipped to the west, and the south and

west  walls  are  clad in weatherboarding (Pl.11).    The north elevation,  facing Fingest

Lane, is timber framed and this partially survives from an earlier building of probable

17th-century date (Pl.13).  This framing, which is infilled with brick nogging, is three

panels high with two rails and studs.  The lower two panels comprise five studs (plus

corner posts), together with a mid rail and the framing is relatively regular but the upper

row of panels is less regular and has the appearance of being a secondary addition. The

plate between the mid row of panels and the upper row is larger than the lower mid rail

and this confirms other evidence (detailed elsewhere) suggesting that this was formerly a

wall plate at the base of the roof. The less regular upper panel is from a secondary 18th-

century alteration to raise the height of the building’s roof.  (discussed further below) 

6.1.3 This  timber  framing  respects  the  milking  parlour  and  as  outlined  above  it  does  not

continue north in the adjacent wall of the stables. 

6.2   Milking parlour internal description

6.2.1 The building has clearly functioned as a milking parlour relatively recently with feeding

stalls  against  the  north  wall  divided  by  a  modern  tubular  frame.  There  is  a  modern

concrete floor with a drainage trench channel and the lower part of the walls are clad with

modern render up to c.1.7 m. The primary wall studs are visible above this and it appears

that they continue down behind the render (Pl.61, 63).  

6.2.2 Although much of the framing is obscured behind the modern render there are important

visible clues above this to the historic form of the building.  As mentioned above the

primary wall plate survives in the north wall, beneath a secondary raising of the wall, and

the western part of the primary low wall plate in the southern wall also survives (Pl. 61,

63) extending from the west end of the building to the doorway. This wall plate is now

set c.50 cm beneath the current wall plate, relating to the taller raised building and it now

has the appearance  of  being a  rail  with  studs above  and  below.  The  studs  above  the

primary plate must be secondary while those below could be primary but they are largely

obscured by the modern render. A primary tie-beam survives in the west wall (Pl.63, 64),

immediately above the primary wall plates and supported by corner posts as well as by a

primary straight  brace at  the  south-west  corner.  The  primary  studs  appear  to  survive

below this tie but due to the secondary raising of the roof the principal rafters are set c.50

cm above their original line. It seems likely that the original principal rafters were reused.

The roof is half hipped at this end and there are queen posts between tie-beam and the

raised half-hip collar as well as a further central post.
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6.2.3 Also between the tie and the collar is a tall horizontally tilting window (poor condition)

which was probably formerly a loading door. This suggests that in the taller, remodelled

18th-century building there would have been a hay loft at this end of the building and

probably that the stables continued throughout this range. The opening is framed by the

southern queen strut and a central  post and above the opening there is a collar which

clasps the purlins to each slope. elm studs with weatherboarding to the outer face. 

6.2.4 The principal  rafters,  queen struts and all the studs above the tie relate to the current

higher roof so must be secondary (albeit reusing older timbers). 

6.2.5 The  milking  parlour  is  a  single  bay  wide  and  the  eastern  truss  is  largely  hidden  by

weatherboarding.  The partition beneath this  boarding and above the modern render  is

partially  visible  however  and  comprises  close  studding,  a  central  post  with  diagonal

bracing to each side and further straight braces between each main post and tie-beam. 

6.2.6 The common rafters (14 pairs) are of elm and they run over (pegged to) a single purlin to

each  slope,  with  the  roof  strengthened  by  a  long  primary  straight  windbrace  in  the

western half of each slope from the corner posts to the purlins. However  both purlins

have failed towards their  mid-point  and they are  now supported by a simple, modern

softwood frame with posts beneath each of the purlins. An additional purlin has also been

added to the south slope towards the ridge.  The roof  has a large square-section ridge

purlin formed from a reused timber and the common rafters extend above this.   

7  SHELTER SHED

7.1   Extenal description

7.1.1 The shelter shed is located on the west side of the western yard and is the least significant

and  least  well  preserved  structure  recorded  in  the  current  project  (Pl.12).  It  is  a

rectangular plan range, orientated north-to-south, open-fronted to the east and the gabled

corrugated  iron  clad  roof  has  been  rebuilt,  almost  certainly  in  the later  20th  century

(apparently  after  the  1984 report  on  the  farm).   The  rear  and  end  walls  are  clad  in

weatherboarding as is the front (east) of a loose-box at the southern end of the building.

The building is c.10.75 m long by 3.75 m wide. A modern concrete block stable structure

has been erected immediately to the south while there is open space to the north of the

building.  

7.1.2 The shelter shed incorporates the walls and other remains from an older range, probably

of 18th-century date, which was shown on the 1st edition OS map of 1876. 

7.2   Internal description

7.2.1 The west wall is the main surviving element of this building and it is constructed from a

set  of 18 limewashed,  waney,  elm studs of various sizes,  some reused and braced by

diagonal members towards each end. The wall has a low brick plinth (c.2 bricks visible)

with a very rotten sill plate on top but due to severe rot and movement in the building

very few of the studs are actually still in contact with the sill. The primary wall plate

remains  in-situ  at  the top of  the wall.   There are a small  number  of  irregular  boards

roughly fixed against the studs in the west wall and south walls which would have related

to feeding troughs. 
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7.2.2 The structural condition of the building is poor and four sloping acro props have recently

been added (ie during the course of the project) to support the west wall plate.

7.2.3 The north wall comprises nine studs set on a sill and very low plinth and without any

diagonal bracing members. 

7.2.4 At the southern end of the building there is a separate room (loose box), divided from the

main building by a  simple  stud  partition  with just  vertical  members,  roughly clad  in

weatherboarding to the south side. This partition incorporates a reused tie with mortices

for  a  diamond  mullion  window and  a  groove.  The  southern  room retains  the  partial

remains of a timber lined feeding trough, a split stable type door to the east and boarding

to  the  south  and  east  walls.  As  outlined  elsewhere  historic  maps  show that  a  range

formerly continued towards the south although the exact  form of that  structure  is  not

known.  The southern gable wall is part of the original, probably 18th-century building

with a tie-beam formed from a reused timber and exposed stud walling above and below.

The studs are irregular in size, particularly above the tie beam, and the whole wall has a

rough, cobbled together character.  

7.2.5 The east side of the building is open fronted and this side of the roof is supported by a

central  post,  formed from a reused timber  with empty mortices  and a  secondary wall

plate. 

7.2.6 The roof of the shelter shed has been entirely replaced above wall plate level, probably in

the  later  20th  century,  and  comprises  telegraph-type  poles  as  rudimentary  tie-beams,

crudely fixed with reused iron straps, nails and ropes, and there are no genuine trusses.

The tie-beams support raking struts with birds mouth ends propping a single purlin to

each slope. 

7.2.7 The rafters are largely simple squared timbers but a number of sections of pole have also

been used here.  On top of the rafters there are three long linear boards on which rest

corrugated iron panels. The roof is braced by long diagonals beneath the purlin on both

the east and west slopes. 

8  CONCLUSION

8.1.1 Fingest  Farm is a good example of a modest  Chilterns farmstead with a collection of

buildings largely of 18th-century date but with fragments of an earlier structure and much

later alteration. Perhaps the main interest of the buildings is the very basic nature of their

vernacular construction which gives the farmstead a particular character. There is much

evidence of reused timbers, rough or waney members which retain bark and features such

as stable bays which are 'cobbled together' without regard for appearance. The structural

integrity and condition of the buildings, particularly the barn,  appears to have been a

long-standing issue and there is plentiful evidence of various phases of strengthening and

bracing including metal ties, mid-20th-century props towards the north end of the barn

and a major phase of strengthening throughout the barn using a dark-stained softwood in

the later 20th century.   

8.1.2 The current, relatively modest repairs to the barn have allowed a valuable programme of

recording  to  be  undertaken  to  the  various  farmyard  buildings  and  this  has  enhanced

understanding of the structures. The oldest area investigated appears to be the lower part

of the milking parlour which retains the timber-framed north wall and other fragments
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from a building of probable 17th-century date. This building was then much altered in the

18th century by raising it in height and incorporating it into a longer range to include the

adjacent stables. It appears that this range had a hayloft at the west end where the milking

parlour is now located and that therefore the stables probably continued the full length of

the building. 

8.1.3 The carpentry and form of  the main barn suggests that  it  was constructed in the 18 th

century and a date of 1784 carved into one of the main posts may be when it was erected.

A date from the second half of the 18th century is suggested by the overall form of the

building but also by clues such as the presence of a ridge piece, the chiselled carpenters

marks and the type of rafters.  The barn retains an unusually well  preserved threshing

floor  together  with  various vernacular  features  such as  curved inner  principals  to the

trusses and weatherboarded timber framing set on flint and brick plinths.  

Jonathan Gill

October 2013
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APPENDIX B.  LISTED BUILDING DESCRIPTION

HAMBLEDEN FINGEST SU 79 SE 3/70 Barn at Fingest Farm c.46m east of The Chequers

Inn. 

Grade: II 

Date first listed: 21-Oct-1977 

Barn. Late C18,part demolished. Timber frame and weatherboard, flint and brick plinth, old

tile roof. 4 surviving bays. Cart doors in second bay, with gabled projection to W. Catslide

loose boxes along remainder of W. side. Elbowed principal trusses. Lower range attached to

N.W. corner, along road, is part C19 chequer brick, part timber framed with brick infill and

weatherboard cladding. Old tile roof, half-hipped to right. Included for group value.

National Grid Reference: SU 77758 91096
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Figure 1: Site location
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Figure 2: 1876 Ordnance Survey map
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Figure 3: Fingest Farm: Phase plan



Plate 3: Northern half of east elevation of barn Plate 4: General view showing outline of former south half of barn

Plate 1: General view of east side of barn Plate 2: Southern end of east side of barn
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Plate 7: General view of barn from south-west Plate 8: General view of west elevation of barn

Plate 5: Plinth in south elevation of barn Plate 6: Plinth in south elevation of barn
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Plate 11: West elevation of milking parlour Plate 12: Animal shelter general view

Plate 9: northern end of west elevation of barn Plate 10: South elevation of stables/milking parlour range
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Plate 15: Low surviving walls from demolished southern section of barn Plate 16: Largely demolished structure at south end of barn

Plate 13: Stables/milking parlour view from north-west Plate 14: North elevation of stables range
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Plate 19:  Interior of barn looking south-west Plate 20: Interior of barn looking south

Plate 17: Frame from former structure at south end of barn. Plate 18: Interior of barn looking north-west
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Plate 23: threshold to north of doors Plate 24: threshold looking south

Plate 21: Roof of barn looking south-west Plate 22: Frame in west wall to north of door
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Plate 27: north side of threshold Plate 28: junction between threshold and west porch

Plate 25: northern side of west porch in barn Plate 26: General view in barn looking north-east
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Plate 31: Roof detail in barn. NE corner of western porch Plate 32: Roof view looking north-east

Plate 29: junction between threshold and west wall Plate 30: junction between threshold and door in east wall
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Plate 35: North side of porch roof on west side of barn Plate 36: Scarf detail in barn

Plate 33: Roof in barn looking north west Plate 34: View of roof in barn looking towards west porch
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Plate 39: East wall towards north end of barn Plate 40: Roof towards north end of barn

Plate 37: Scarf detail in barn Plate 38: General view of north end of barn
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Plate 43: 1784 date to post by western porch Plate 44: East slope of main barn during roof works

Plate 41: Roof on west side of barn towards west side Plate 42: Detail of secondary bracing members in barn
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Plate 47: General view of barn from south-west during works Plate 48: West slope of barn during works

Plate 45: Rafters on east slope of main barn during works Plate 46: Scarf detail on east side of main barn
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Plate 51: Rafters on west slope of barn Plate 52: Junction between west slope of main barn and porch

Plate 49: West slope of barn during works showing secondary lean-to rafters Plate 50: Junction between stable range and barn
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Plate 55: Stable roof looking west Plate 56: Stable looking west

Plate 53: Interior of stable looking east Plate 54: Interior of stable looking north
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Plate 59: West wall of stable, adjoining milking parlour Plate 60: Milking parlour looking north-east

Plate 57: South wall of stable Plate 58: Roof of stable
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Plate 63: east wall of milking parlour, adjoining stables Plate 64: West wall of milking parlour

Plate 61: South wall of milking parlour Plate 62: South-west corner of milking parlour
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Plate 67: Southern end of west wall of animal shelter Plate 68: Roof of animal shelter

Plate 65: Animal shelter looking south Plate 66: West wall of animal shelter
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Plate 71: West wall at southern end of animal shelter Plate 72: division towards southern end of animal shelter

Plate 69: Roof of animal shelter range Plate 70: General view of animal shelter range looking north 
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